However, the development of such magnetically, clean spacecraft has increased total program costs as well as restricted the use of certain devices and materials which contain magnetic or magnetizable material..
In addition, special attention to the use of self-compensation methods for power distribution cabling and solar array generation were required.
Additional expensive testing of the magnetic properties of such spacecraft in various operational modes is also a requirement to certify the cleanliness of the unit after assembly., ..Fortunately,, the same .principles used to estimates of the spacecraft magnetic field and inflight roll maneuvers to determine the magnitude of the spacecraft field. In addition, the assumption of symmetries in the distribution of data sets for the interplanetary magnetic field averaged over a solar rotation period of 27 days was used to correct for the variable zero levels of the sensors..
There is no •a ' priori. reason, K hawever, why the observed variations were entirely associated with the magnetometer and in fact may have been associated with a variable spacecraft field.(Note that on all spacecraft, the effective zero level of a magnetometer refers to the combined effects of a variable spacecraft field and a variable zero level). The effective zero levels on Mariner 2 were adjusted according to the theoretical Archimedean spiral angle expected for a steadystate solar wind using the onboard measurements of solar wind velocity. While it is Imam that some such magnetic Field discontinuities observed axe in good agreement with classical MIM theory regarding their joint plasma-field behavior, it is also known that not all discontinuities preserve field magnitude. Since there was, no pyaliminary selection of only that special subset of discontinuities that satisfy the field magnitude preservation constraint, there is no a priori reason to assume that the final results should be entirely correct. At present, no quantitative discussion of the results comparing the second method with the earlier technique exists, and thus it cannot be assumed that the effective zero level determined should be accurate for all time Intervals of data chosen. It is the purpose of this paper to discuss a method for performing magnetic field measurements on spacecraft. with associated fields, which utilizes in-Bight data from two magnetometers simultaneously to provide a continuous estimate of the spacecraft field and the unknown ambient field in space. The method uses two similar magnetometers, located on a moderate length boom, separated from each other by approximately half the boom length. The accuracy of the method is limited by:
1) The zero level drift of the sensors and,
2) The validity of certain assumptions concerning the spacecraft magnetic field, which will be discussed in greater detail later. same raeW 'Line from the origin, hence at, the same angular coordinates (Q l oop and 4?L40p), .and to consider the sensors I detector axes as parallel. If they are not parallel, then a simple matri x transformation can relate the two a seta of measurements as though they were obtained from such a geometry,
The spacecraft magno tic field components are then given by the fallowing equations for rit a Br(r,e:(p;t) _ + E _E (
One observes that these equations are of the form
where i is the i-th component and fn^i is a funct:kn of O, to and t for the n th wultipole moment and the i th ' component.
The fields -at each of the two sensors areo given by Bi(r,01'q^.;t) = E ( ) n fn i (e )CP1 ;t) (2. With the introduction of a coupling matrix aja,this may be reewitten as;
where a, i"a^^i^ ^ « 2 n+2 n'
Thus as is a diagonal matrix in which the element aji is the coupling constant between the two magnetometmrs for the ith component. In general,
it is a quantity which indicates the effective multipole moment of the spacecraft since it is a weighted average of the multipole moments.
For any pure multipole term;, the three component venues of a i i -are n+2
identical and equal to(rl/r 2) . For a dipole field with in ner magnetometer halfway between the spacecraft center and the outer magnetometer aU Tow, under all circumstances, the magnetic field of the spacecraft at the two positions rl and r2 can be related by a coupling matrix aij as
In order to determine the ambient field, it is necessary to determine Bsc (ri). We define the estimated B sc (ri ),which incorporates,Bzo(ri),fnom the observed fields in the following manners 
Determination of Coupling Coefficients a ji.
The simplest method of determining a ii is to assume that the spacecraft field is represented by a single multipole term, and with a knowledge of the relative position of the two sensors calculate a ii= (r1.4 ) n+2 The most plausible estimate is that the spacecraft field is dipolar, i.e., n = 1. The second method, and the one that is to be . The third method for determining aii in-flight is to assume that if the difference in the observed field does change significantly at a given moment, all .of the variation in the magnetometers is due to a spacecraft field change. The validity of 'this assumption relates to the probability of simultaneous variations occurring in the spacecraft magnetic field, the zero level of the instrument, the ambient magnetic field and the relative size of any such ,changes.
In the most general case, a change in the spacecraft field during If it can be assumed that there is no change in the ambient field during the period pts this may be written
Thus an estimate of the new value of aij is determined from the magnetometer observations after the spacecraft field change and the estimated ambient field before the change.
Spacecraft Field
In the event that the spacecraft field changes are small relative to the ambient field changes and preflight magnetic maps of the spacecraft do not exists then it is necessary to depend upon the centered -dipole approximation of the spacecraft field for the most reliable estimate of (x ii . In this approximation s all the non-dipole moments of the spacecraft are neglected and it is assumed that aii s (rl/r2)3•
The exact nature of the higher order momenta in the spacecraft field representation is not known satisfactorily for real spacecraft and each one is expected to have a different relative magnitude and orientation from spacecraft to spacecraft. For conservative estimates, where the maximum error is required,, it seems reasonable to assume that the higher order moments are of magnitude equal to the dipole moment. Under the condition that all moments add so as to maximize their field contribution at the sensor podtion then the magnetic dipole moment determined from the observed fields will be in error by a factor determined frm
This can be summed to yield:
The error will be directly reflected in the spacecraft field predicted at the two positions in the wane ratio as equation 4. 7.
Depending upon the ratio of the two distances, r1/r2 , an error in the choice of the origin mayor may not be significantly reflected into the predicted spacecraft fieeld at the two locations. That the error depends upon the change in this ratio and not on the change in the in(Lividual values of rj, is beneficial since both rl and r2 will change in the same sense as the origin is changed ; (due to the sensors being positioned along the same radial line). The change in ri is very sensitive to the direction in which the origin is shifted, by an amount d it is maximum-parallel to the boom akis and' a, ,minimum. when transverse to the boom axis.
A number of factars enter d.nto the, actual."Iection of specl,fte values of the watifu m f r2 . They depend upon the spacecraft geometry or sipecif' c value offf" a^ . the boom" length ( 09 r 2 ) , and the estimated value of d for the spacecraft under consideration. There is also the interaetion with the spacecraft structure and the impact on its dynamics for a boom in both the stowed and erected configuration as well as the more obvious matter of weight for the booth and the boom cable.. The terms involving Aaii represent amplifivatioh • factors . They,ArWLttab%G&ted in Table I , assuming that Aaiiw r^-r VhWe V *'(1ri/F2)0 '"'This , corraponds to assuming a dipole representation for the spacecraft field when it is in fact quadrupole (or vice versa), It is seen that t1a edification factors are leas than unity for r k0,55 1 which means in fact that the errors are less than they would be with the use of a single magnetometer.
Thus there will e3.^^^nW1 s be an improvement in the accuracy of the measurements by use of the two magnetometer method.
... Zero Level Errors.
In addition to coupling coefficient errors,-the magnetometers themselves may introduce errors due to zero level drifts. The effect of errors in the zero levels of the magnetometers will lead to errors in the estimated spacecraft field and thence to errors in the estimated ambient Meld. These errors can be derived by substituting from equations ( 3,1) and (3.2) into (3.8) to obtain for the ith component
Here it is seen-that the error in the estimated ambient field is weighted less heavily, by a3.i ,% for the ironer magnsOmeter ett pos,3rtion Yrl than the outer one at r2. The mwdmum error occurs under worst case conditions when Bz0 (rl ) Bzo ( Table I 
